What's The Matter With Earth?
18 December 2017
Reader note: I only channel Erik for Channeling Erik® and only with Dr. Medhus' permission. You can
find other channelings on my website and archives (books for sale).
Differences, if any, between other mediums and my channeling with Erik are probably because there's no
video or transcription. Souls don't speak words to me (this could be a little or a lot different with & for
other mediums) and I don't turn what I get into speech, which mimics a conversation; I go straight from
incoming to writing. I attempt to repeat what I get from Erik, but my human filter is always there, as it is
for & from every medium.
On to the topic.
Q:
EM:

How's it hanging, Erik?
Hangin' high.

Q:
EM:

What's the matter with Earth?
Nothing.

Q:
EM:

Earth is perfect, then?
Yes.

Q:
Pollution, murder, genocide, war….ah yes, perfection! Really?
EM: Really. Think about perfection including imperfect things as part of the plan, so people will see
the contrast. Think of a perfect plan.
Q:
EM:

With turds of shit floating in the stew?
Yes, shit stew. Everybody's favorite.

[We had to go there, and I apologize for starting it.]
Q:
I see where we're going with this, it's about contrasts. Good only seems that way when compared
with bad.
EM: Often but not always. That's why life is not always negative.
Q:
Look at the news; why don't we ever see good news leading the headlines or at least dominating
them? Why can't a newspaper's front or website splash page have, say, 65% news like, school grades
improve for the third straight year in such-and-such district, or violence down for the fifth straight
quarter in X city according to police, or average human longevity in XYZ country increases again for the
Xth year in a row? 'Cause all those things happen.
EM: Y'all don't want to read about that stuff. News is a business, reporters don't work for free. So they
give their customers what the customers want.
Q:
So is life more than 50% negative or less? Or, looking at the glass from the other direction, is it
half full?
EM: It depends what size glass, what color glass, what color liquid is in it..how you hold it, the
temperature of the drink, how much you have…. You can always say to yourself, be positive. Like when
your neighbor had your cat killed.
[Sidebar: Not my neighbor anymore.]
Q:
It wasn't going to bring back my cat, or a confession, which I don't care about.
EM: Some people would try some kind of revenge. Throw another turd into the stew where one's
already floating.

[Excuse me a moment while I have a quick mind bleach rinse…]
Q:
EM:

So what is wrong with the world?
Nothing love and forgiveness won't fix.

Q:
How about some nice weather, too?
EM: That's always on its way, you know it's coming right after the bad weather. So, get excited when
you see dark clouds and lighting.
Q:
We're coming up to the end of the year, Joy To The World, goodwill towards all women - and
men, too - but the selling and gifts and all that stuff seems to be as emphasized as ever. Maybe Christmas
was supposed to evolve into this, and we haven't realized that yet?
EM: The best gift to give is thanks.
Q:
There was a bad train derailment in Tacoma, Washington and my guides told me there is a
sinister element to it. I usually never get criminal details, probably because I don't want them, but I have
to ask you Erik, what else should we know?
EM: You should know what you're going to find out and I'll say this, it was a hell of a coincidence if
that train fell onto a roadway, right? That was the plan. There is no guarantee evidence humans accept
will be uncovered to show it was not an accident. Don't be surprised if that comes out of the investigation.
Q:
That's what's wrong with the world, there are people or groups of them, who see hurting others
as somehow good for everybody or at least for themselves. How the hell can that be fixed?
EM: I'm gonna say some shit that's gonna piss people off, so if you think you're gonna get angry,
change the channel now.
I'll take an example, and it's only an example, there are lots of other parts to this, this is only one. Take
those coexist bumper stickers you see on other cars from time to time. Most of the people who slap 'em on
the back of their ride are the most unwilling to coexist you can find. As soon as those people get shoved
into a room with other people that don't look like them, sound like them, think like them, eat like them,
dress like them…that coexistence shit goes down the drain.
Coexistence is great, it comes naturally. It doesn't have to be taught. It doesn't need a bumper sticker. You
don't like others standing in your way? Great, that's everybody so…don't stand in anybody else's way.
You're sure you're not doing that? When somebody says you are, are you?
If you see differences, then others see differences in you. Don't look for common ground, it's already
there! It's called being a human being. Put yourself in the bad group and the victim group, in your mind.
Like it? Don't like it? Then change what you're doing in the group you are a part of now. Like a vote and
an election. The people who didn't vote the way you like? They didn't do it to make you unhappy so…put
your unhappiness to one side a little, because when you get what you like, they have to do the same thing.
Then make dinner.
Q:
Erik, how 'about we get the birthday boy in for a visit? I haven't had him around for a few years.
Can you help out with that?
EM: Great idea, let's do it tomorrow.
[Over and out].

